
 

 
Gun Free Kitchen Tables 

We don't know who she is, but we know we can save her life 

 

Update from the Kitchen Table 
March 14 2016 
Dear Gun Free Kitchen Tables (GFKT) supporters and friends, 
On March 9th the Internal Affairs and Environment Committee of Israel’s parliament approved an 
amendment to the Firearms Act, as one of multiple measures being implemented to “fix” small arms 
policy in Israel. The amendment, which should now sail smoothly through the final Knesset votes, 
seriously incapacitates Clause 10c(b) of the Firearms Act barring private security firms from storing their 
arms in guards’ homes, by restricting the validity of this clause to “unexceptional” times only. 
Enforcement of the clause for the first time ever, in 2013, following a struggle begin by GFKT in 2010, 
stopped a previously unbroken series of killings with security firms’ arms in homes and families. These 
claimed the lives of 18 women and15 men over 11 consecutive years. The amendment will now grant the 
Minister of Public Security unlimited authority to return firearms into 70 thousand homes. We are 
extremely worried by the failure of our attempt to prevent renewal of the conditions for murder. 
However, even if Clause 10c(b) is now subject to possibly arbitrary discretion, it has been left intact 
where, just two years ago, it was in danger of complete annulment. 
 
Below is a thumbnail sketch of the intensive work that went into the struggle to stop the amendment 
and a glimpse of what we are building, still, despite this failure. 
  
Our personal thanks to each and every one of you for your interest and support, 
Rela 

Rela Mazali, Co-Coordinator, Gun Free Kitchen Tables 
 

 

  



Consolidating feminist civil oversight: Monitoring policy via independent data collection – 

Taking civil action to correct authorities’ total failure to provide systematic, reliable data, GFKT initiated 

a process of independent fact-finding on all shooting incidents from early October through the end of 

December 2015, a period of multiple attacks by individual Palestinians. The accelerated effort drew on 

and cross-checked reports in Israeli and Palestinian media in both Hebrew and English. Our analysis 

indicates a policy of actively encouraging shooting-to-kill assailants or suspected assailants, or at the 

very least of overlooking such shootings. 

The number of people shot dead in the last three months of 2015 was 118 – over 13 times the 

number of people shot dead two years earlier, in the last three months of 2013, during which GFKT 

conducted a similar data-collection project. In 2013 the rate of death was 1 to every 3.4 shooting 

incidents (9 people shot dead in 31 incidents). But in 2015 the rate of death was close to 1 per incident 

(118 dead in 166 incidents, amounting to 1 person dead per every 1.4 incidents). 

The number of dead in shooting incidents in 2015 was 2.5 times the number of those wounded 

in these incidents (118 dead; 48 wounded; a ratio of 2.45:1). In October through December 2013, the 

ratio was 1 person dead for every 3.5 people wounded (9 dead and 32 wounded). At the end of 2015 

almost 10 per cent of casualties (16, amounting to 9.6%) were coincidental – people caught in crossfire 

or mistakenly thought to be attackers. 

The data also demonstrated the total lack of any factual basis for claims by the Minister of 

Public Security to provide added protection against terror by amending the Firearms Act and sending 

guards home with guns. This, despite the fact that a “temporary provision” had already authorized 

guards to take home their guns. Over three months of data-collection, off-duty security guards played 

no role whatsoever in stopping attacks or suspected attacks. Guards participated in just 14 out of a total 

of 166 shooting incidents. All of them were on duty at the time. 

 

Advocacy and visibility in Israel’s Knesset –    

Determined to use every possible opportunity to block the amendment of the Firearms Act, GFKT sent a 

series of urgent appeals to Knesset Members including the members of the Internal Affairs Committee, 

which decides on the final wording before the Knesset’s concluding votes. We presented them with 

findings and with our Expert Gender Analysis of the amendment, sent to the Minister for Social Equality 

in January. In addition we reiterated our appeal to the Minister, Gila Gamliel, calling on her to stop an 

amendment that stands to endanger and hurt women, first and foremost. 

In February, Smadar Ben Natan told a new Knesset caucus on “Formulating Small Arms Policy,” 

working to multiply the number of gun bearers, “The lives of 33 women and men murdered in homes 

with the arms of security firms … don’t count any less than the lives of victims of Palestinian terror.” In 

March, Sarai Aharoni cited the amendment in a high-profile meeting of the Committee on the Status of 

Women (for International Women’s Day) as an instance of government policies causing direct damage 

to women’s lives. A few days later, Roman Litrovnik, whom GFKT represents in his suit against the state 

for the murder of both his parents and his grandmother with the gun of an off-duty security guard, 

appeared before the Committee of Interior Affairs and said, “You’re talking technicalities and I want to 

remind you what the real issue is: Won’t this amendment become a death sentence?” Attending the 

meeting too, I detailed the main points of GFKT’s opposition to the amendment, while Galit Lubetzky 

tweeted ongoing updates from the meeting.  

https://twitter.com/GunFreeHome/status/707498069676449792


Persistent public discussion and an active arms control movement –    

At the end of 2015, the Knesset Research and Information Center presented a report (Hebrew only) to 

the Knesset Committee on the Status of Women examining the integration of UN Security Council 

Resolution 1325 (on Women, Peace and Security) into legislation and government in Israel. The report 

cited “reducing the number of firearms in civil society and establishing a data base on violence against 

women,” as one of the goals of integrating 1325. For the first time then, civil and institutional feminist 

discourse in Israel includes explicit discussion of small arms issues. This results from a process 

formulating an action plan for the integration of 1325 led by Itach-Maaki – Women Lawyers for Social 

Justice, one of the partner groups of GFKT. 

Further indication of the movement building process establishing arms control as a broadly 

shared concern, GFKT’s recent advocacy work engaged both member organizations and individual 

activists. Following up on our joint Expert Gender Analysis submitted in early January to oppose the 

amendment, both groups and individuals, including multiple members of the Hollaback Israel group, 

individual activists and the New Profile movement sent protest letters to decision makers. Our critical 

voice remained audible in the media despite the backlash among legislators, through 22 media items 

that have featured our views since the start of 2016. In February alone, we issued two press releases, 

prime time evening news on TV Channel 10 ran a series of 4 programs on small arms interviewing 

Smadar Ben Natan in two of them, Galit Lubetzky gave a radio interview and in March the news sites 

Local Call and +972 ran another op-ed of mine. Our partner groups and individual activists greatly 

expanded the outreach of all the above via organizational and personal mailing lists, websites and 

Facebook pages, such as ACRI’s bi-weekly “Knesset Roundup,” or the Facebook page of the Coalition of 

Women for Peace. Subscription to the GFKT Facebook page continued rising and is currently at 3,383, 

while the number of Twitter followers recently crossed the 400 line.  
 

 
 

At the Knesset Committee of Interior Affairs and Environment to oppose an amendment to the Firearms Act; 
Roman Litrovnik, Rela Mazali, Galit Lubetzky; March 9 2016 

 
To donate to Gun Free Kitchen Tables: 

Click the button at the top left-hand corner of the GFKT home page; Click the “Donate” button on the menu 

Click “Donate” for a one-time donation or “Subscribe” for monthly donations and fill in the form 

AND PLEASE DON’T FORGET: 

On the last screen 

Click the + sign to open the “Purpose of Donation” box & type in: FOR GUN FREE KITCHEN TABLES 

http://www.knesset.gov.il/mmm/data/pdf/m03722.pdf
http://10tv.nana10.co.il/Category/?CategoryID=600340
http://mekomit.co.il/%D7%94%D7%90%D7%A7%D7%93%D7%97-%D7%A2%D7%9C-%D7%A9%D7%95%D7%9C%D7%97%D7%9F-%D7%94%D7%9E%D7%98%D7%91%D7%97-%D7%97%D7%95%D7%96%D7%A8/
http://972mag.com/sacrificing-the-fight-on-domestic-violence-in-the-name-of-security/117905/
http://www.acri.org.il/en/tag/knesset-roundup/
https://www.facebook.com/Coalition-of-Women-for-Peace-94205446262/
https://www.facebook.com/Coalition-of-Women-for-Peace-94205446262/
https://www.facebook.com/%D7%94%D7%90%D7%A7%D7%93%D7%97-%D7%A2%D7%9C-%D7%A9%D7%95%D7%9C%D7%97%D7%9F-%D7%94%D7%9E%D7%98%D7%91%D7%97-160175817353648/
https://twitter.com/gunfreehome
http://isha.org.il/%D7%AA%D7%97%D7%95%D7%9E%D7%99-%D7%A4%D7%A2%D7%99%D7%9C%D7%95%D7%AA/%D7%94%D7%90%D7%A7%D7%93%D7%97-%D7%A2%D7%9C-%D7%A9%D7%95%D7%9C%D7%97%D7%9F-%D7%94%D7%9E%D7%98%D7%91%D7%97/

